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What’s already known about this topic?
Despite the rising incidence of melanoma, medical students have progressively fewer opportunities to encounter patients with this form of cancer. Beyond diagnosing and managing such patients, it is important to consider the impact that such a condition can have on their lives. Experiential learning opportunities can provide a powerful experience, but are limited when relating to cancer.

What does this study add?
Temporary melanoma transfer tattoos, in combination with a patient’s account of receiving their diagnosis, can afford medical students a modest but potentially important immersive introduction to some of the lived experiences of having melanoma.

What are the clinical implications of this work?
Such an inexpensive simulation modality shows promise in prompting medical students to reflect critically on how they could treat patients with melanoma more empathetically in the future.

RESEARCH ETHICS
This study received ethical approval by the Research Ethics Committee (School of Medical, Dentistry and Biomedical Sciences, QUB) (Ref 14/37v2). Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects in this study.
ABSTRACT

Background
Despite the rising incidence of melanoma, medical students have progressively fewer opportunities to encounter patients with this important condition. Curricula tend to attach the greatest value to intellectual forms of learning. Compared to intellectual learning, however, experiential learning affords students deep insights about a condition. Doctors who experience ill health are more empathic towards patients. However opportunities to learn about cancer experientially are limited. Temporary transfer tattoos can simulate the ill health associated with melanoma. We reasoned that, if doctors who have been sick are more empathic, temporarily ‘having’ melanoma might have a similar effect.

Objectives
Explore the impact of wearing a melanoma tattoo on medical students’ understanding of patienthood and attitudes towards patients with melanoma.

Methods
Ten fourth year medical students were recruited to a simulation. They wore a melanoma tattoo for 24 hours and listened to a patient’s account of receiving their diagnosis. Data were captured using audio-diaries and face-to-face interviews, transcribed, and analysed phenomenologically using the template analysis method.

Results
There were four themes: 1) Melanoma simulation: opening up new experiences; 2) Drawing upon past experiences; 3) A transformative introduction to patienthood; 4) Doctors in the making: seeing cancer patients in a new light.

Conclusions
By means of a novel simulation, medical students were introduced to lived experiences of having a melanoma. Such an inexpensive simulation can prompt students to reflect critically on the empathetic care of such patients in the future.
INTRODUCTION

The empathy challenge

Compassion should be intrinsic to healthcare, but it is ever harder to promote this under the pressures of today’s clinical education and practice [1-4]. Formal curricula and training may lead to a further disconnect between biomedical knowledge and empathic care. A wealth of evidence suggests that medical students’ levels of empathy declines during medical school and residency [5-8], although this may not be true of all medical schools and students [9]. The apparent decline in empathic care has implications for (among other things) healthcare outcomes, patient satisfaction, and medico-legal risk [5-7]. Experiential learning is one forum, which may help to mitigate declines in empathy, by fostering deeper understanding of patient perspectives, and transforming how learners behave [10-12]. We already know, for example, that ill doctors’ experiences of patienthood can make them more empathic by reconciling their intellectual and emotional responses [13-16]. Medical education is therefore challenged to find ways to improve empathic care.

Simulating ‘patienthood’

Simulating illness gives healthy learners vicarious experiences of patienthood [17, 18]. Wearing body suits, for example, simulates physical debility [19]. Cancer generates enormous fear and concern [20] but is hard to simulate because its symptoms can be non-specific. Malignant melanoma is an exception. It can be a life-limiting if not diagnosed early [21-23]. Lectures and online learning materials teach facts about it, but students may never encounter melanoma during all-too-short clinical attachments [24-25]. Practical and ethical barriers prevent real patients with newly diagnosed melanoma participating in clinical teaching with large cohorts of medical students.

Temporary transfer tattoos [26] can be applied to simulated patients to test students’ ability to recognise melanoma and empathically communicate the diagnosis [27]. The educational benefits of wearing tattoos have not, however, been explored. We reasoned that, if doctors who have been sick are more empathic, temporarily ‘having’ melanoma might have a similar effect [28].
OBJECTIVE
We set out to explore the impact of wearing a melanoma tattoo on medical students’ understanding of patienthood and attitudes towards patients with this form of cancer.

METHODS
Ethical approval was given by the School of Medicine’s Research Ethic Committee, Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) (Ref 14/37v2).

Conceptual orientation
Interpretive phenomenology is a well-established approach to the analysis of first-person experience, which can produce valid knowledge [29]. Through qualitative analysis of first-person accounts, phenomenology examines people’s reported experiences in order to understand a phenomenon as it exists in their consciousness. This provided an appropriate conceptual framework for examining and interpreting the richness of student experiences. More specifically, the validity of our interpretation rests on Merleau-Ponty’s theory of embodied experience [30]. This focuses not just on objective bodily (i.e. physiological) experiences, but also on perceptual, intentional and embodied dimensions of experiences, embedded in their sociocultural contexts.

Setting, Recruitment and Sampling
Students’ dermatology education is in the third year of QUB’s five-year medical undergraduate programme and consists of a mixture of online learning, lectures, and clinic attendance. As is typical of phenomenological research, our sample size was deliberately small (10 students) so that the depth of the analysis was not compromised by sheer volume of text [29].

We emailed fourth-year medical students (n=83) who were taking part in a General Practice module (in academic year 2014-2015) inviting them to take part, and entered the demographic characteristics of willing participants into a sampling matrix (Table 1). We purposefully recruited a sample that represented the age, gender, and maturity of the whole of the year group. Participants gave informed, written consent. We selected fourth year students to ensure that all had received dermatology teaching in the previous year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex (M/F)</th>
<th>Graduate Entry Status (Y/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Participant demographic details and pseudonyms*

The immersive simulation

A patient gave permission for an image of their newly diagnosed melanoma to be turned into a transfer tattoo (Fig 1-2) and audio-recorded an account about receiving the diagnosis.

![Image of patient’s malignant melanoma made into a temporary transfer tattoo](image-url)
During 30-minute briefings, one of us applied a tattoo to participants’ forearms (Figure 2), played the recorded narrative, and instructed them to go about their normal lives for the next 24 hours.
We asked them to reflect critically on the experience of receiving a diagnosis of malignant melanoma. After 24 hours they were asked to remove the temporary tattoo using soapy water.

**Data Capture**

Participants were asked to audio-record reflections on their experiences four times at regular intervals over the 24 hours they wore the tattoo, and then give one-to-one, exploratory, open-ended audio-recorded interviews immediately afterwards. They were also asked to reflect back on their experience in an audio-recording 3 months later. Ten participants took part in the study generating 173 minutes of audio-diary and 193 minutes of interview data. Recordings were transcribed verbatim and participant’s assigned pseudonyms (*see Table 1*). Citations, below, give pseudonyms and are coded: **Int**=Interview; **AD**=audio-diary.
Analysis

Our approach was within the broad interpretive phenomenological tradition [31], using Template Analysis [32] as our analytical procedure. Template Analysis is a generic form of thematic analysis which may be used from a variety of methodological positions [33], including phenomenology [34-36]. It involves the construction of an initial coding template, usually on the basis of a subset of the data; this is then applied to further data, modified as necessary, and reapplied until all data are coded to a final version of the template. In accordance with a phenomenological orientation, we ensured our analysis focused on immediate experience, rather than drawing on prior theory. Four of the researchers worked together to develop an initial template based on four transcripts. A colleague who was not part of the research team also contributed to this stage, providing an external critical perspective on the developing template. The template was then developed iteratively through application to further transcripts, with a mixture of face-to-face and remote input from different members of the team. This regular communication between researchers heightened their reflexivity and guarded against undue influence of any one person’s perspective. We sent the interpretation to participants and invited comments as a further validation step.

RESULTS

Analysis yielded four main themes: 1) Melanoma simulation: opening up new experiences; 2) Drawing upon past experiences; 3) A transformative introduction to patienthood; 4) Doctors in the making: seeing cancer patients in a new light.

Melanoma simulation: opening up new experiences

Experience of the simulation technologies and techniques

The simulation gave an immersive, distinctive and personal experience. This engaged participants, in their imaginations, in the experience of having a melanoma.

“...I found myself worrying ... about it, even though I know that it’s not actually real.... there is something about when you look at it, just because of the nature of it, it does stand out and at times it did feel real....” [Mark, AD]

Participants toggled between seeing the simulation as a novelty role-play, and having a sense of suspended disbelief. Unsurprisingly, the visual presence of the tattoo dominated their experience.
and this impact lasted throughout the 24 hours. As the melanoma tattoo remained in situ for 24 hours, there was a persistency to the visual stimulus and cues provided by the image. When the simulation role-play was not in the forefront of participants’ minds, catching sight of the melanoma tattoo provided a strong cue and drew their attention to the simulation.

“If I hadn’t been able to see it I’d have forgotten about it. If it had been on the back of my…. I don’t think it would have played on my mind as much...... But definitely, obviously driving the car you could see it, doing the dishes you could see it” [Sarah, Int]

The tattoo being a direct copy of a real patient’s melanoma was an important mediator of participants’ experiences, which was reinforced by the audio narrative

“....the fact that it was .... a melanoma that someone actually had, I think had much more of an impact than if it had just sort of been graphically designed.”
[Mark, Int]

In addition to the visual experience, the audio narrative provided by the actual patient provided an important dimension to the simulation.

“The narrative made it very real, that it’s not just a sticker but there’s actually a person and it affected this person. I think hearing the narrative definitely helped as well.”
[Sarah, Int]

The tattoo stimulated participants physically as well as visually, triggering a deep, visceral experience.

“... I just felt something weird to do with my left arm. It was very fleeting moments, ... you could almost just feel... I don’t even know how to describe it but you were just aware of something physical, that even if your jumper was on it you just knew that if you pulled the jumper up that it would be there.” [Mark, Int]
‘A dirty mark’

The tattoo provoked a strong sense of being ‘marked’, which made participants’ self-conscious. They wanted to hide it from themselves and others.

“People would have looked at it, ‘what is that?’ Is it dirty? I think a lot of people would see it and (think) ‘what is wrong with them?’ .... So ... I wasn’t showing it off freely.”  
[Claire, Int]

Reaction by others: extending the simulation experience

The simulation extended participants’ learning beyond the classroom into their daily social interactions. Other individuals’ reactions, in those wider settings, was often emotive.

“I was speaking with my housemate......and I showed him the mole and he immediately said “that looks worrying, you should see your doctor”. You know he did seem genuinely worried, which is good to know that he actually, genuinely worried about me!”  
[Kevin, AD]

Drawing upon past experiences

The simulation triggered participants to draw upon earlier life experiences unrelated to their status as trainee health professionals; either personal to themselves:

“As I said it made me remember about a mole I had on my back that I had which I haven’t seen since I got it checked out two or three years ago..... So the fact that, if I imagined this to be a real melanoma, it would cause me to present a lot sooner.”  
[Mark, AD]

Or to others they knew:

“It brought back memories of cancer experiences in my family...my grandmother had cancer...and I would have taken her to the [Cancer] suite to get her chemotherapy... so we got to know everybody in the place, and I would have been talking to young guys, 25, 35, who had skin cancer and were receiving chemotherapy. So it brought back all those memories”  
[Thomas, Int]
As senior medical students, it was natural for participants to explore earlier educational experiences.

“I suppose as medical students we’re aware of things like that, and maybe would be more sensitive and would do things like check our moles and maybe be more aware of that, whereas for the general public it’s not so much to their attention, and they maybe wouldn’t think about it.” [Amy, AD]

Participants also drew on humanistic aspects of patients they had encountered as well as clinical aspects of melanoma.

“… I guess maybe over the last number of years we’ve become slightly numb to seeing certain things, in terms of we’ve seen lots of pictures in text books and things like that.”

[Mark, Int]

A transformative introduction to patienthood

‘Walking around in patients’ shoes’

Participants reflected on the emotions of a melanoma being diagnosed. They experienced aspects of fear and some anxiety.

“I know that it’s a temporary tattoo, but I’m really conscious that it’s there on my arm. So I see why patients would worry, and...having to wait for a diagnosis could be horrible for them. But they just have to wait....and not really knowing what’s going on.”

[Sarah, AD]

The disruption to patients’ lives came into perspective. Participants empathised with them and their families and friends.

“I think it ... just ... kind of hit home again......the worry involved ... it’s not just that it affects you, it affects your family as well.” [George, Int]
The emotional impact of exploring patients’ imagined lifeworlds (i.e. all of the immediate experiences, activities, and interactions that make up an individual’s life) was tempered by the relief that this was a temporary state. ‘Real’ melanoma patients cannot ‘wash their cancer away’.

“I washed the melanoma tattoo off in the shower this morning and there was definitely a good sigh of relief ….I didn’t have to look at it anymore…. Real patients don’t get that option” [Mark, AD]

Participants felt vicariously guilty for bad habits that had caused their imagined melanoma.

“I suppose you would automatically ... start blaming yourself. Thinking why did I not notice this mole earlier? Is this because I spent too much time in the sun? You know sort of blaming yourself... and thinking that you should have prevented this ... feeling angry at yourself, feeling guilty is only going to make the whole process even more traumatic and distressing.” [Amy, AD]

Participants also felt guilty about the impact on others close to them. Closely aligned to this awareness was a sense of loss.

“... when you see families, see people dropping their kids off to schools and you’ll think to yourself, I’m not going to have that. I have a cancer, my whole world is falling to pieces, all my plans, all my ideas, all my hopes in this world is just going to stop for the meantime....I don’t think that would be a nice thing.” [Kevin, AD]

These negative emotions made them appreciate aspects of their lives, particularly relationships.

“....and you appreciate things a lot more, I think, and life is short as it is but when it’s as short as that you prioritise the important things. Your mobile phone isn’t the most important thing in life ..., it’s your friends, it’s your family, it’s spending time with people...” [Thomas, Int]
Doctors in the making: seeing cancer patients in a new light

Being medical students was integral to participants’ experiences. They reflected critically on their professional development and the ways they hoped to interact with patients in the future.

“So it’s definitely been a valuable experience and I will no doubt reflect on it and hope to implement on it in my own practice and just remember what it felt like to have something that, even though it wasn’t, even though I knew it was harmless, it still caused worry.” [Mark, AD]

Participants’ reflections on their experiences opened up their imaginative sensibility to the patient ‘behind’ the melanoma and the social dimension of the diagnosis. They recognised that doctors need to be mindful of this.

“As they always say, you’re treating a patient, not the condition. So that’s what it sort of made me feel like. You don’t think about the patient. Well, you should think about the patient even after they leave the room, what their life is. You don’t think about their daily interactions or what people will say to them … I think it does maybe make you think a bit differently.” [Katy, Int]

Experiencing the simulation prompted participants to consider how they could best interact empathically with future patients.

“Maybe just give them more time to express… You need to have someone to listen to you, more time to express how they feel about actually having a melanoma… I feel like patients might keep things inside and not discuss it. So maybe give them the opportunity to talk about it.” [Katy, Int]

Participants’ enhanced appreciation of patients as people persisted three months after the simulation. They continued to reflect on how best to empathise with patients.

“So I began integrating this experience into some of the sessions that I have with the patients on the wards, asking them open questions and truly, truly wanting to know what they are doing with their experience, with that genuineness that I really…. want to know about their experience, and surprisingly they open up to me and I found that I got more than what I initially intended to learn from them.” [Jane, AD]
DISCUSSION

This study shows how simulation can help medical students experience, and empathise with experiences of patients diagnosed with melanoma. It did not recreate the experience; however, it broadened and deepened their perspectives and understanding. Reflecting critically about what it would be like to have melanoma fostered patient-centred attitudes towards the experience of having this important form of cancer.

Simulating a melanoma diagnosis: *Fake, ‘genuine fake’, or real?*

Transfer tattoos, coupled with a patient’s account of having a melanoma, provided an immersive learning experience. It mattered not only that the melanoma tattoo was prominently located but also that the image used was of a real melanoma. The synergy between visual and audio dimensions of the simulation helped students make a deep connection with a patient with melanoma. Crucial to this experience was the persistency to the simulation throughout 24 hours. During this time, students merged their simulation experience into their daily routines. Simulation technology, especially the use of plastic manikins, can dehumanize learning experiences [37-39]. In this simulation, however, learners’ self-acting as a patient with a melanoma brought a very human, personal dimension. Reactions by others provided an important extra layer of realism.

Opening a door to patienthood

Participants toggled between being a doctor-in-training and a ‘melanoma’ patient. This elicited powerful emotions and experiences, especially among such young individuals. They learned sociological and psychological perspectives on patienthood that went beyond the biomedical dimension of having a melanoma. Participants grounded these experiences by looked inwardly to themselves and what it might be like to have a melanoma diagnosis. They learned the meaning and emotional impact of illness on people’s lives, including how it constrains their actions.

As with actual cancer patients, a sense of loss, guilt and stigma were prominent experiences [20, 40]. In the safe space of a learning experience, students began to explore a less protected view of life and mortality. As with illness, this simulation appeared to disrupt (albeit in a careful and restricted way) the naive belief that well-being is a given. Through this experience, a number of students reflected – if only briefly – on what they took for granted in their own lives – a realisation
often experienced by cancer patients [40, 41]. The *stigma* that can be associated with illness, particularly the visible disfigurement of a skin lesion, was also experienced. This was especially evident in, and in the anticipation of, social interactions. The visibility of the melanoma provided the opportunity for students to experience the obtrusiveness of the physical representation of a genuine malignant melanoma. Such an experience prompted students to reflect critically on their personal experience and the undesired attitude that others had, or might have, towards them as someone with a visible melanoma.

**Impact on attitudes as future doctors**

Medical education aims to instil in students both personal and professional self-awareness; where they are capable of reflectively evaluating themselves so that they pursue and self-direct their further development. Simulation has the potential to allow learners to explore the boundaries of their clinical competence in order that they might draw upon these experiences in the interest of their professional development. As such, simulation pedagogy can afford students an opportunity to ‘know thyself’ and critically reflect on this in their identity formation as future doctors.

Through this simulation experience, students got to consider some of the ways that they, as future doctors, could demonstrate compassion to patients. More often what resonated with students was that often ‘the small things’ really counted. What might appear as trivial may actually be of considerable importance to patients – for example, doctors spending more time with patients and exploring their feelings and worries.

**Strengths and limitations of study**

This study had a number of strengths. Firstly, the number of patients being diagnosed and living with melanoma is steadily increasing and there is an imperative to advance pedagogical methods of how best we train healthcare professionals in caring for these patients [21]. Secondly, the simulation techniques used in this study are novel, reproducible and relatively inexpensive (material cost of c.£0.01 per tattoo) [26]. Lastly, we deployed a mixed approach to data capture in this study; either method could compensate for any deficiencies of the other method.

However the strengths of the study have to be considered alongside its limitations. Given the theoretical orientation in this study, generalisability was never an objective. Moreover, this study
was exploratory in nature, illuminating the fine-grained nuances of medical students’ lived experience of simulating a melanoma diagnosis. Finally, whether the attitudinal changes generated by the simulation produce long-term changes, especially in clinical practice, remains to be seen, and was beyond the remit of this study.

**Implications for practice and future research**

This relatively inexpensive form of simulation is reproducible and readily complementary to traditional forms of dermatology teaching both for medical students and potentially other healthcare professionals such as GP trainees. It would be of interest to consider patients’ experiences of medical students who have engaged in such a dermatology simulation-based learning activity.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The findings of this study indicate that by means of a novel simulation-based learning activity, it is possible to afford medical students a modest but potentially important introduction to some of the lived experiences of a patient who has a melanoma. Beyond the biological account from traditional teaching, the experience provides insights to patients’ lifeworlds. Overall, this simulation modality could complement traditional dermatology teaching methods, providing a greater appreciation of the patient, and their lifeworlds, behind the melanoma skin lesion.
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